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This work seeks to characterize the impact of build interruptions to additively 

manufactured Al-Si-10-Mg produced by the powder bed fusion (PBF) process. Additive 

manufacturing represents a significant investment in overhead, machine, and material making an 

interruption to the process a potential waste of money and time. Interruptions in the form of power 

outages, lack of powdered feedstock, and/or shielding gas will cause the machine to operate in an 

unintended manner, potentially even stopping the build process. The process of manufacturing will 

influence the microstructure, which determine the material’s properties and performance. An 

interrupted PBF process could exhibit unique microstructural features and reduced mechanical 

properties that distinguish the resulting material from a continuous PBF process. Experiments were 

performed to simulate a production interruption with varying time periods of interruption and air 

exposure.  The zone of interruption was characterized using optical micrographs, EDS, and 

hardness measurements to determine any effects of the interruption. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction of Additive Manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a term used to describe several layer-by-layer 

production methods that create three dimensional components [1][2]. AM processes are different 

from traditional manufacturing methods that remove material to create components. Instead, 

components can be built directly from computer aided design (CAD) files with no prior tooling 

necessary [3]. Components produced by AM have shown comparable mechanical properties to 

cast and wrought materials making AM a viable option for use in critical design applications [4].  

Design flexibility, short production time, ability to construct complicated geometries, and limited 

material waste are what have made AM an appealing method of production [5]. These are of  

particular interest in the aerospace, defense, medical, and automotive sectors [6].  AM has been 

applied to a variety of materials such as plastic, ceramics, composites, and metals [7].  

Metal AM has more similarities with welding than casting as both welding and AM have 

a moving heat source and formation of a fusion zone [8].  Metal AM production has seen huge 

growth in recent years with many manufacturers creating their own machines, each with unique 

features and implementation of the layer-by-layer construction method [9]. AM is an attractive 

alternative for high priced lightweight alloys like titanium and nickel alloys [10]. The ability to 

recycle powder combined with minimal material usage is an appeal of AM and particular interest 

for high priced alloys [11]. Two popular and proven AM technologies that utilize metal are 
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Direct Laser Deposition (DLD) and Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) [12]. These processes use powder 

metals as feedstock and a high energy laser source to melt material. CO2 or Nd:YAG lasers are 

common choices for use in these machines [13]. Both lasers are continuous wavelength (CW) 

which ensure uniform power delivery during emission. Both lasers can operate in the infrared 

wavelength (Nd:YAG is always 1064 nm) however, the Nd:YAG can emit higher powers than 

the CO2 laser since it can be operated in a  Q-switched (pulsed) or CW mode [14][15]. The 

Nd:YAG laser operates using a doped neodymiunm-doped yttrium aluminum garnet crystal to 

achieve lasing emission, while the CO2 laser utilizes carbon dioxide gas.  

DLD utilizes a blown powder approach, injecting powder into the laser beam path. 

Blowing the powder into the laser can allow for off axis, angled, (combination of x-y-z) powder 

application, making the ability to repair parts a unique feature to the DLD process [16]. Most 

other AM metal machines are limited to strict x-y-z movement. The blown powder approach can 

also take advantage of different metals simultaneously to create functionally graded materials, 

something that has not yet been accomplished in other metal AM machines. Functionally graded 

materials are also difficult to produce with traditional methods [17] [18].  In a Laser Engineered 

Net Shaping (LENS) DLD machine, the build platform moves in the x-y axis, while the laser 

beam is actuated in the z axis by movement of the focal lens. DLD does have some 

disadvantages such as greater material vaporization as well as morphology changes that can 

occur since all powder used must pass near the energy source [19]. Recyclability of powder can 

become an issue with morphology changes [20].  DLD also uses a long hollow column to house 

the focal lens for the laser as well as the powder dispenser. This column protrudes into the build 

chamber, which can cause issues as it is wide enough to run into other components already built 
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on the substrate. The bulkiness can make it difficult to fit a large number and variety of 

components on the substrate.  

PBF machines use fine layers of powder spread upon a substrate to accomplish 

construction [21]. After melting specific portions of powder, the build platform is adjusted 

downward one-layer height, and the next powder layer is spread, by a wiper blade, onto the 

previously deposited ones. This process repeats until the component has been built. PBF offers 

the greatest geometric flexibility compared to other AM processes relying on part specific 

supports and surrounding powder to aid in construction of difficult overhangs [8]. PBF can also 

produce very wall structures due to the small laser spot size making it an excellent choice to 

produce lattice structures.  Compared to DLD, there is no powder feed device that hangs in the 

build chamber making it much easier to fit multiple components onto the build substrate. PBF 

cannot accomplish functionally graded material or allow for repair like DLD. However, PBF 

offers the best CAD to completion of any metal AM process [22]. All AM processes typically 

require post treatment to obtain the best mechanical properties. This can include stress relief heat 

treatments, hot isostatic pressing (HIP), as well as machining [23] [24].  

While AM offers advantages over traditional manufacturing methods, there are still some 

issues that must be resolved before widespread adoption by industries. This includes internal 

defects, complicated thermal stresses induced by: thermal gradients, rapid solidification, and 

subsequent reheating inherent in the layer-by-layer nature of AM[22] [25] [26]. Future work is 

needed to fix these remaining issues to allow AM greater adoption in industries. 
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1.1.1 Process Parameters and Microstructure 

 

Process parameters are developed by the machine manufactures for specific materials to 

ensure adequate melting occurs. Researchers have conducted experiments to examine the effect 

different process parameters have on final component quality such as density [29]. Buchbinder et 

al. examined the effect of laser scan power and scan speed to look at density of aluminum in the 

PBF process [30]. The number of process parameters and their combinations allow AM 

flexibility in processing a variety of materials but can also make it difficult to identify suitable 

parameters [31]. The combination of laser power (P) and scan speed (v) determines the energy 

density (η) which is given by equation 1.1 [32].  

𝜂 =
𝑃

𝑣
;   Equation 1.1 

The energy density and laser spot size influence the melt pool that travels along in the 

direction of the laser scan. The melt pool can be broken into three separate regions: the 

depression, transition, and tail end creating a heat affected zone in the wake of the track [33]. 

The melted material freezes at a very fast cooling rate, on the order of, 105- 106 K/s, leaving an 

observable solidification track [34]. The Renishaw PBF machine used in this study employs a 

scan strategy comprised of a hatch in-fill and border for each layer.  These scan strategies 

overlap several solidification tracks to optimize material fusion and density. Scan strategies are 

selected by the user, optimized and applied by the software based on the specific layer’s 

geometries.  
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Table 1.1 Common process parameters in AM.  

Parameter Value Unit 

Laser Power (P) 350 [27] Watts (W) 

Scan Speed (𝑣) 2000 mm/s 

Layer Height 30 [28]  µm 

Hatch Spacing 0.08 mm 

Scan Strategy Stripe*  

Hatch Rotation 67 degrees 

This table contains some example process parameters that are used in AM processes. The 

parameter denoted with an asterisk is specific to the machine used in this experiment. 

 

The HAZ is quantified by two variables: the thermal gradient (G) and the solidification 

rate (R) [16] . The depth and shape of the melt pool will determine the magnitudes for G and R 

which affects the microstructure formation [35]. Viscosity of the melt influences the melt pool 

which affect the thermal gradients. Viscosity is dependent on the energy density with increased 

densities producing lower viscosity molten metal which spreads out better and improves bonding 

[35].  The thermal gradient and average temperature in the HAZ can be controlled by adjusting 

the width of the melt pool [18].   

G and R can be calculated using two equations given in equations 1.2 and 1.3, 

respectively [19][36].  Equation 1.2 is the gradient of the temperature in the HAZ where T is the 

temperature while G represents the gradient. Equation 1.3 represents the solidification rate 

represented by R and given by one over the thermal gradient and the solidification cooling rate, 

derivative of temperature over time.  

𝐺 = |∇𝑇|;  Equation 1.2 

𝑅 =
1

𝐺

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
;  Equation 1.3 
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 A study conducted  by Bontha et al. with Ti6Al4V predicted the formation of columnar, 

equiaxed, or mixed grains by plotting G vs. R on a solidification map. By tailoring the laser 

power, the effect on solidification rate and thermal gradient can be realized allowing for the 

possibility for microstructure to be altered during deposition simply by adjusting the laser power 

[36]. Using 2-D Rosenthal simulations Bontha et al. showed that increasing laser power with 

constant scan speed shifted the predicted microstructure from fully columnar down towards the 

mixed region of the solidification map [36] [37] . This calculated trend kept with observations 

seen by Wu et al [38]. Bontha et al. repeated this experiment for a constant laser power with 

increasing laser scan speeds and the same result was achieved. An increase in energy density, 

either increasing power or decreasing scan speed, showed a trend in shifting from columnar 

grains to mixed equiaxed grains [36]. A similar study was done on powder bed fusion AlSi10Mg 

and found increasing laser power vs. a constant scan speed, slightly increased the cooling rate. 

When the power was held constant and the scan speed increased, the cooling rate increased 

significantly [39]. This keeps with the results found in the study by Bontha et al.  

Rapid cooling in AM, 105- 106 K/s,  produces characteristic microstructural features. 

Sizes of grains, lamellae, or second phase particles decrease under these rapid cooling condition 

differing from cast microstructures [40]. These high cooling rates at the edge of the melt pool 

result in fine microstructures due to the rapid solidification of the melt to solid [41][42]. The 

cooling rate can be influenced by several conditions such as better thermal conduction from 

previous layers as well as convection [18].  The thermal history of components is governed by 

process parameters which control the melt pool characteristics, HAZ, microstructure, residual 

stresses and porosity [12].  
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1.1.2 Powder 

The quality of any feedstock will largely dictate the performance of the finished part. The 

manufacturing process cannot be fully realized if sub-par material is used. AM processes rely on 

powdered metal for construction of components, and it is critical to select powder consistent in 

morphology, chemistry, and microstructure [43]. Powder used in AM is typically on the order of 

microns in diameter and can be made from several metal alloys like stainless steel, titanium, and 

aluminum [34] [44]. The methods of powder production can vary, with each process providing 

various quality powder at different price points. Plasma atomized, gas atomized, plasma rotating 

electrode process (PREP) are just a few methods of powder production [45]. 

Smaller powder results in a finer surface finish, which also implies a smaller build layer. 

For PBF, spherical powder with size distribution of 15-45 microns has been reported to provide 

the better ultimate strength and better surface finish [46].  A distribution of size ranges can 

improve packing density minimizing the presence of gaps between powder [47]. Spherical 

powder with limited satellites (surface anomalies) exhibits lower interparticle friction as well as 

increased particle mobility making it easier to spread with the wiper blade [43]. Reuse of powder 

can change the aspect ratio of the powder causing degraded mechanical properties [20].   The 

small size distribution allows for increased packing density as well as ensuring the incident laser 

beam hits multiple powder particles [28].  For example, if a powder particle is 150 microns in 

diameter a laser beam spot size of 70 microns could potentially only be incident on one single 

powder particle. Smaller particles ensure appropriate fusion occurs as the beam can be incident 

on more than one powder particle at a time.  

Powder morphology refers to the powders; size, shape, and surface roughness which 

impact flowability and spread-ability [43]. Sieving, microscopy, and laser diffraction are three 
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methods that are used to determine the powder morphology. Sieving is a quick and efficient way 

to measure powder size but does not give any information on powder shape. Microscopy can 

provide details about the size and shape but can be dependent on what type of imaging system is 

used [43].  

Powder chemistry is the elemental composition of the powder and cannot be determined 

from surface chemistry as the surface and bulk are rarely the same [43]. An oxide layer on the 

surface of the powder particle would yield a different chemistry than the bulk if just the surface 

was analyzed. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy provides a surface element analysis useful in 

determining oxide states of powders. Electron Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy can provide 

internal chemical composition of powders if they are mounted and polished. Picking the 

appropriate characterization technique to determine bulk chemistry will impact the results [48]. 

Current material alloys have been developed for existing manufacturing processes making some 

less than ideal for use in AM. This shows the need for new chemistry development suited for 

AM as a gap in literature.   

Powder microstructure describes grain sizes, phases, and the grain boundaries of the 

powder. The microstructure of the powder will determine the mechanical properties of as built 

components [43]. Porosity influences the crystal structure which is often studied alongside 

microstructure. Porosity is often attributed to process parameters, but porosity can exist in 

powder before it is even used. Traditional characterization techniques can be used but 

adjustments have been made given the small size and morphology of AM powder [49].  X-ray 

diffraction is a technique used to identify crystal structure by measuring the intensity of the 

constructive interference that occurs. The d-spacing of crystal can be determined and this value 

is unique for all seven crystallographic systems [43] [50].   It was noted in one study that powder 
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manufacture had an impact on the final phases of the powder. Gas atomized 17-4PH powder was 

compared between nitrogen and argon produce powder and different phases were found for each 

one. The nitrogen produced powder contained primarily austenitic microstructure while the 

argon powder contained mostly martensite [51].  Future work focused on the development of 

unique aluminum alloys suited for AM is underway [52]. This research coupled with knowledge 

gained from the implementation of AM process parameters could provide a boost to the AM 

community and see added benefit to the industry. 

1.1.3 Porosity 

Porosity is the lack of material in a given volume and is induced by the process of 

additive manufacture. This is commonly referred to as a void and can take many different forms 

in AM such as interlayer and intralayer porosity. Interlayer porosity occurs across several 

deposited layers and is attributed to lack of fusion or inclusions such as oxides [53]. Intralayer 

porosity is characterized by spherical voids typically produced from entrapped gases [54]. Voids 

in a material are typically detrimental as they reduce density and can cause stress concentrations 

which reduce fatigue performance [55] .  Lower density is associated with lower mechanical 

properties due to increased likelihood of failure as these internal defects can grow and coalesce 

to from larger voids. Porosity is a common defect observed in AM affecting nearly every 

material. Aluminum is affected since this material forms aluminum oxide, Al2O3, easily creating 

internal inclusions [56]. 

Interlayer porosity can be characterized by elongated irregular shaped pores. These pores 

typically occur along solidification tracks and represent a lack of fusion (LOF) that occurred 

between build layers [8] [57]. LOF pores can reduce ductility of components when loaded in 

tension parallel with build direction [58]. Typically, HIP treatments can help to reduce porosity 
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especially LOF ones [23]. Increased pressure combined with elevated temperatures contributes to 

increased material density and decreased porosity. LOF pores can be a result of improper hatch 

overlap where gaps between solidification tracks can exist. Most LOF observed will contain 

unmelted powder particles in them indicating no melting occurred in that region. LOF pores are a 

main cause of anisotropic yield strength in AM [59]. 

Intralayer porosity is defined by spherical voids that occur within a single deposited layer 

[60]. There are a few causes of spherical pores such as: vacancies from packing limitations of 

spherical powder, coalescence of gaseous pores in powder particles formed from production, gas 

entrapment from melt pool turbulence and entrainment, vaporization of material in the melt pool. 

Voids can also be filled with trapped gases that originate from the inert gases used in AM 

machines to maintain a proper build environment. These gases might not have time to escape 

from the rapid solidification of the molten material [61]. These pores typically involve trapped 

gases such as hydrogen, which can be introduced into the material via moisture. The most 

common cause of intralayer porosity is the improper packing of powder particles. There is a 

maximum closed packed density of spheres with identical diameters at 64% making gaps in 

powder unavoidable  [47]. This can be combated by selecting powder with a varying size range 

to introduce powder particles with different diameters improving packing density.  

 

1.2 Aluminum 

Aluminum (99.99%) is produced by the Hoopes electrolytic process and first became 

available in 1920 [62] [63]. Aluminum production is divided into two markets, primary and 

secondary, where the primary is made from fresh ore and the secondary is made from recycled 

aluminum. The processing of the material for the secondary market only takes 5% of the energy 
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required for the primary processing [56].  Pure aluminum crystalizes in the face-centered cubic 

lattice and is stable from 4 Kelvin (K) to the melting point at 933.5 K. Pure aluminum is very 

weak and soft which is a reason aluminum alloys enjoy much more usage over pure aluminum 

[56].  

Aluminum is very stable in oxidizing environments due to the continuous aluminum 

oxide that rapidly grows on the surface when exposed to water, oxygen or other corrosives. At 

room temperature and 100% humidity, the oxide film will grow twice as fast as in dry oxygen 

[62]. The limiting thickness of the aluminum oxide layer is approximately 2.5 to 3.0 nm. Molten 

aluminum reacts with hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, as well as water vapor with 

hydrogen being very soluble in both solid and molten aluminum. Casting aluminum alloys is 

difficult due to surface oxides that can become entrained as well as hydrogen gas in the melt 

which  can inflate bi-films to become porosity [56].  

The equilibrium solubility of oxygen in aluminum is very small, less than one atom in 

approximately 1035 or 1040 atoms. Oxides in the aluminum melt do not precipitate by reaction 

from oxygen, making their formation not from chemistry, but from mechanical entrainment [56]. 

Entrainment is when the molten liquid folds in on itself and captures the oxide film on the 

surface of the melt within the material. In both casting and in AM, this entrainment effect can 

become an issue [56]. Due to the layer by layer nature of AM, any oxides formed can become 

entrained when the next layer of material is deposited.  

Aluminum alloys are selected due to their good wear and corrosion resistance, low 

thermal expansion, and high strength [42] [62].  Aluminum-silicon alloys are the mainstream 

casting alloys for engineering applications. Al-Si is a binary system that forms simple eutectics 

at 580°C at 12.6 wt%. A eutectic alloy has melting and solidification points of the constituents 
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lower than the individual elements melting and solidification points [62]. Al-Si exhibits good 

weldability compared to other aluminum alloys due to its near eutectic composition of Al and Si. 

Alloys also exhibit a high fluidity as well as low shrinkage in casting-welding applications [64].  

These two phenomena are what make this alloy suitable for the AM process, as low shrinkage 

means the material will not crack upon solidifying.  Additions of Mg or Cu are common as they 

both form precipitates, Mg2Si and CuAl2,  that harden the material.  

Aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg (AA No. 360) is an aluminum alloy consisting of 

approximately 10% silicon and < 0.5% magnesium (weight%). Magnesium silicide, Mg2Si, age 

hardens the alloy through the formation of metastable phases called Guinier-Preston zones, 

which provide additional obstructions to dislocations from enriched solute regions [65].  Solute 

clusters precede the formation of the Guinier-Preston and have a defining role on the kinetics of 

the precipitation process [66]. The interaction between solute clusters and dislocations has a 

hardening effect different from precipitation hardening [66]. The equilibrium phase of Mg2Si 

precipitates are denoted as the beta (β) phase [66].  Magnesium makes the Al-Si binary system 

heat treatable, increasing strength without affecting corrosion resistance [62]. Magnesium also 

influences the microstructure particularly the morphology of silicon phases, brittle phases and 

can reduce fracture toughness in large Mg percentages [67]. Mg has an influence on the eutectic 

Si particles. In wt% below 0.5%, the only solidification reaction involving Mg-phases 

discernable on the cooling curve is the ternary eutectic forming Al-Si and Mg2Si [67]. In addition 

to reducing fracture toughness, excessive magnesium over the amount required to form the 

precipitate will reduce the solid solubility of the compound.  The presence of hard metallic Si 

particles gives the Al-Si alloy the character of an in-situ metal matrix composite (MMC) [56].  

AlSi10Mg performs well in AM due to the Si content which is close to the eutectic composition 
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at 12.5% which reduces solidification cracking [52]. This solidification cracking is less likely 

due to the small solidification range at 30 °C.  

 

Figure 1.1 Phase diagram of Al-Si alloy. 

Phase diagram of Al-Si alloy showing the pseudo-eutectic zone [68].   

 

1.3 AM of Aluminum Alloys 

Aluminum alloys have been investigated in several AM studies [9] [30][55]. These 

research projects have explored some novel methods of printing with aluminum such as the 

effect of high laser power on selective laser melting (SLM) of aluminum and droplet deposition 

of aluminum [9] [55]. Other research efforts have looked at AlSi10Mg investigating porosity 

reduction using process parameters, the formation of porosity and oxides as well as fatigue 

performance compared to traditional casting alloys [29] [69].  The mechanical properties of AM 

produced AlSi10Mg have been reported to perform similarly to cast samples of the same 
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material [30] [68] [70]. Tang et al. state the fatigue life of AM produced AlSi10Mg was similar 

to other AM studies of the same alloy but also discovered the internal defects were associated 

with large micron sized oxides likely formed from oxidation of vaporizing metal [55]. Pei et al. 

investigated the microstructure and solidification of AlSi10Mg finding the porosity of the 

material was affected by the hatch spacing [42]. They reported a fine microstructure consisting 

of supersaturated Al with Si-rich cellular boundaries [42]. Liu et al. reported a very similar 

microstructure observed as well [68].  

Yu et al. investigated the effect of T6 heat treatments on AM AlSi10Mg finding the heat 

treatment had no effect on densification but did reduce hardness by 20% and spheroidized 

oxidation regions forming a dimple structure [71]. T6 heat treatment is a two part method of heat 

treatments for aluminum alloys consisting of a solid solution treatment at elevated temperatures 

for a limited period of time followed by an artificial aging at reduced temperatures for a longer 

period of time [62][71]. Aluminum alloys mechanical properties can be by combination of heat 

treatments, artificial aging, and cold working [62].  

Most of the literature on AM production of aluminum mentions the formation of oxides 

similar to cast aluminum alloys [42] [55] [72].  Louvis et al. mention that it is unlikely to avoid 

oxide film formation and to utilize the SLM process to break up these oxides [72]. Oxide films 

are easily evaporated on the surface of the melt but oxides that are contained in the metal present 

more of a challenge. Marangoni convection forces help to break up other oxides in the bottom of 

the melt track but not oxides on the sides of the melt [72] [73].   This cannot be avoided as 

oxides will form on aluminum with even the smallest amount of oxygen present. Buchbinder et 

al. investigated the use of high laser powers to break up oxide formation finding success in using 

elevated laser powers to disrupt formed oxide films [30]. The formation of oxides and porosity in 
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PBF of aluminum present the two biggest issues with the manufacture of this material. Many 

researchers suggest drying powder before use to eliminate any moisture that might be present to 

reduce the possibility of moisture contributing to porosity  [69]. Aversa et al. has investigated the 

development of new aluminum alloys that are specifically designed for PBF processes [52].  

Rare earth and transition metals added to Al-Mg alloys, particularly scandium and zirconium 

have increased the performance by the formation of precipitates.  Transition metals are can be 

cheaper to obtain and process making them a preferred candidate given their improvement to 

mechanical properties [52].  

 

1.4 Motivation 

There is a gap in the literature investigating the effects of process interruptions to the 

PBF process. This is of relevant concern as PBF processes continue to see more main stream 

integration into industries.  Process interruptions to the PBF process could come in the form of 

power outages, lack of powdered feedstock, lack of inert gases, etc. AM represents an investment 

in machine, material, and operating costs making unwanted interruptions costly and potentially 

detrimental to component quality. If there is the potential to salvage an interrupted build, while 

still maintaining adequate mechanical properties, this would be of great interest to manufactures. 

The motivation of this work comes from an unpublished research paper investigating the effects 

of process interruptions to PBF AlSi10Mg [74].  This research group observed reduced 

mechanical properties and localized failure near the process interruption plane. This unpublished 

work is the only literature currently available that presents findings and discusses observations to 

the interrupted PBF process. Material scientist have established a relationship between process, 

structure, properties, and performance that discusses how each the process of material formation 
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influences the structure which directly determines the properties of the material and the 

subsequent performance of that material. AM processes produce components with refined 

microstructures due to the high cooling rates, which allow them to have increased mechanical 

properties. An interrupted PBF process could exhibit a modified microstructure from an 

uninterrupted PBF process given one is interrupted and the other is continuous.  

 

1.5 Research Objective 

The goal of this work is to further investigate the effect of build interruptions on 

microstructure and mechanical properties of PBF produced AlSi10Mg. Previous work exploring 

this topic identified reduced mechanical properties and localized failures corresponding to the 

interruption location. To investigate the proposed phenomenon,  three separate timed 

interruptions were created, with and without air exposure, to observe what effect different 

interruptions have on finished properties.  The previous work that investigated process 

interruptions only conducted one interruption. This work expands on that by conducting seven 

builds, six interrupted and one control build.  

These interruption periods are: five minutes, complete cool (12 hours), and 24 hours. 

Each of these interruption periods was repeated to investigate the effects of air exposure and no 

air exposure during the interruption. The hypothesis for this investigation is that specimens 

produced in an interrupted build process will exhibit reduced mechanical properties and localized 

failure vs. uninterrupted specimens. The plan for determining the effect of interruptions is 

outlined in the next chapter. X-ray Ct data, micrographs, Vickers microhardness, and tensile data 

was collected to data related to porosity, microstructure, and mechanical properties of the 

specimens.  
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS METHODS 

2.1 Machine and Material 

The PBF machine used was a Renishaw AM400. This machine employs a 400W, 

1065nm wavelength Nd:YAG laser with a 70-micron focal spot size and is based on a vacuum 

casting machine which allows for improved build environment control. The vacuum is used to 

reduce the amount of argon gas required to sufficiently purge the build chamber to appropriate 

oxygen levels [75]. Process parameters for the machine were held constant for each experiment 

and are given in the Table 2.1. These parameters developed by Renishaw are standard parameters 

for AlSi10Mg.  

Table 2.1 Process parameters used in this investigation. 

Parameters Value Unit 

Laser Power (P) 275 Watts (W) 

Scan Speed (𝑣) 2000 mm/s 

Layer Height 30  µm 

Scan Strategy Stripe  

Hatch Rotation 67° degrees 

Preheated 

Platform 

170° Celsius 

Process parameters were held constant for all experiment groups.  

 AlSi10Mg plasma atomized powder was obtain from LPW Technology. This powder is 

spherical in nature and has a size distribution of 15-45 microns. The elemental breakdown of the 
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powder supplied is given in the Table 2.2. The powder was not dried before each use. This 

powder was reused with each experiment for a total of seven uses.   

Table 2.2 Aluminum silicon magnesium powder composition. 

Symbol Element Result (wt%) 

Al Aluminum BAL 

Si Silicon 9.90 

Mg Magnesium 0.35 

Fe Iron 0.11 

O Oxygen 0.04 

Material data sheet provided by LPW powder showing the elemental composition of the powder. 

There are trace elements of iron, the most common impurity in aluminum. This also shows the 

presence of oxygen in powder. Powder was between 15-45 microns in diameter. 

 

2.2 Experimental Design 

There were seven builds in total for this study, six interrupted builds with one control. 

The full experimental design with completion order is given in Table 2.3. Note the 5 min with air 

experiment was completed before the 5 min without air to account for the time required to purge 

the machine of the air present in the chamber. Approximately one hour was required to purge the 

machine and resume building. Three time periods were chosen as they represent likely 

interruption scenarios that could occur in a production environment.  
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Table 2.3 Experiment order and details 

Experiment 

Number 

Interruption 

Build 

Air 

Exposure 

Heater 

Turned 

Off 

1 Control No No 

2 Complete cool No Yes 

3 24 hours No No 

5 5 minutes Yes No 

6 5 minutes No No 

7 Complete cool Yes Yes 

8 24 hours Yes No 

Experiment number corresponds to order build was carried out. Air exposure and heater apply to 

conditions during the experiment. 

  

The 5 minute interruption paused the build for 5 minutes for both air exposure and non-

air exposure; however, as stated earlier, this interruption was approximately an hour as this was 

the time required to make the build chamber inert again. The complete cool interruption required 

turning off the heated elevator and letting it cool from 170°C to 40°C, taking approximately 12 

hours to cool.  The 24 hour interrupted build involved pausing the machining and leaving the 

heated build platform on. A 5-minute interruption could be the time required to refill the hopper 

with powder, make a small adjustment to the machine, or possibly re-inert the build 
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environment.  The complete cool scenario simulates a power outage, as the heated build platform 

was turned off and the machine was left idle for hours. If the power were shut off and then turned 

back on, the machine will stop and require manual intervention. The 24-hour interruption could 

simulate a machine left to run over a weekend period that stopped from an error but continued to 

maintain the heater and build chamber settings.  

Each experiment consisted of building 24 specimens in total, 12 tensile specimen and 12 

cylindrical specimens from the AlSi10Mg powder. The dimensions for each specimen are given 

in Figure 2.4. The cylindrical specimens were machined after completion into the dimensions of 

the tensile specimens. The approximate location of interruption on the specimens is denoted by 

the blue line and is ~40 mm from the bottom of the specimens. The location was chosen to place 

the interruption plane in the gage section of specimens, while keeping it from being in the center 

of the gage section. This was done in an attempt to isolate the interruption break locations from 

typical tensile failures. The location of each specimen on the build plate is given in Figure 2.2. 

Each build was prepared the same way with measurement and installation of the 

substrate, setting appropriate clearance of the wiper blade and checking the spread of powder to 

ensure an even distribution of powder over the substrate.  The build platform was heated to 170 

°C according to the Renishaw manual for AlSi10Mg. Each build was interrupted at the same 

layer number, layer 1500.  This placed the interruption at ~40mm. This was calculated using the 

total number of layers, including the layers for supports, and the layer height, 30 microns. The 

total number of layers was 3166. The supports took 166 layers at a height of 5mm leaving 3000 

layers for the specimen, for a height of 90 mm. Pausing at layer 1500 put the total build height at 

45mm which accounts for the 5mm support height, making the height on the specimen at 40mm. 
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This location can be observed in Figure 2.3 with the blue horizontal line denoting the location of 

interruption. 

The air exposure for the experiments was accomplished by replacing the argon tank with 

ultra-high purity air obtained from nexAir. The chamber door was not opened during the 

interruptions. This was done for safety, and the machine prevents the door from opening when 

the elevator is heated is above 70 °C. The compressed air chosen had very low moisture content 

to limit moisture in the machine and build environment. The compressed air contained 

approximately 20-22% oxygen as this is the level of oxygen in atmospheric air [76] . The 

machine was purged with the compressed air and the level of oxygen in the machine was 

monitored using the built-in oxygen sensors. One sensor monitors the levels in the top of the 

build chamber and the other sensor monitors the oxygen level at the bottom of the chamber. To 

gauge how much air needed to be allowed into the machine, readings were taken from the 

oxygen sensors when the machine was not active and when ample air was in the build chamber. 

Approximately 17% oxygen was measured in our unpurged system. 

When restarting the machine for the complete cool and 24hr experiments it was necessary 

to adjust the elevator upwards. This was due to thermal contraction of the substrate and 

specimens during the interruption. Adjusting the elevator was necessary to ensure the powder 

spread was similar to previously deposited layer thicknesses. This took some time, mainly to 

prevent damage to the wiper blade and specimens. The elevator was adjusted in increments and 

the wiper blade was moved to spread powder over the specimens. This was repeated until there 

was a thin coat of powder over the specimens at which point the machine was restarted. 

The layout of the specimens on the build plate is given in Figures 2.1, 2.2. Twenty four 

specimens were built in total and a letter/number scheme was adopted to differentiate where the 
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specimens were located on the substrate. This is given as: C1-12 and D1-12, with C representing 

the cylindrical specimens and D representing the dog bone specimens. The number represents the 

location within the group.  

 

Figure 2.1 Completed control build showing layout of the specimens. 

Control experiment on build plate showing the arrangement of specimens, the build plate is 

orientated as it would be in the machine. Wiper blade spread powder from the rear to the front of 

the plate.  

 

Figure 2.2 Completed build with number scheme used. 

Complete cool with air interrupted build displaying number scheme. Number order repeats in 

same manner for dog bone specimens on right side.    
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Figure 2.3 Drawings of the dimensions used for specimens given in mm.  

Dog bone and cylinder dimensions that were built in the machine. The machining was done to 

match the cylinders to the dimensions of the as built. The red line denotes approximate location 

of interruption ~40 mm. 

2.3 Experimental Methods 

This section outlines the various methods and equipment analysis was conducted on.  All 

analysis was conducted at the Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems at Mississippi State 

University, unless stated otherwise. Each method of analysis used has literature supporting the 

purpose of these methods chosen. Tests were carried out on selected samples, meaning not every 

sample underwent every test. This would be impossible as some characterization requires 

destruction of the samples. Characterization techniques are important since they help quantify 

specific aspects about the material and mechanical properties of the interrupted PBF process.  
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Data collection on several samples is crucial since this helps to confirm or disprove 

certain results that might be observed. For example, in tension tests, collecting one data point is 

insufficient, and the user must collect multiple data points per experimental group to calculate an 

appropriate average of mechanical properties as well as to identify variability in the data. Each 

experimental method is defined individually, with machine descriptions and settings given as 

well as explained. This is justified with literature supporting the analysis as well as the settings 

for each machine.  

 

2.4 X-Ray CT/ Volume Graphics 

X-ray computed tomography is a nondestructive method of imaging specimens that 

allows for examination of internal features and defects. This is a popular technique for AM 

components as it is nondestructive and can be a fast and efficient way to qualify components for 

service [77]. Since AM components are plagued by porosity, this method provides the best 

nondestructive way to quantify and observe internal defects. Hammond et al. utilized X-ray CT 

to observe internal porosity in their AM produce AlSi10Mg specimens [74].  Tradowsky et al. 

also used micro CT to examine internal defects and the effect of post processing on internal 

structure of AlSi10Mg [78].  

The machine used was a Nikon XT H225 X-Ray.  This machine utilizes a rotating target 

which emits X-xays from the source, extending outward in a cone from the source. The machine 

captures two images of the specimen per degree of rotation through the full 360°. These .tif 

images are then reconstructed by Nikon software to compile a 3D view comprised of voxels. A 

voxel is like a pixel but instead exist in a 3D environment. The voxel is what helps encode 

specific information regarding the material and the background. This reconstructed file is 
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manipulated with Volume Graphics software. This software allows for surface determinations to 

made of the material comparing the isometric values of the material and background to identify 

the presence of internal voids. An isometric value is a rating of brightness used to designate the 

levels of light and darkness. This program offers capabilities to quantify data captured through 

the X-ray scan. For this research two modules offered by Volume Graphics were utilized; the 

coordinate measurement module and the porosity module [79]. The coordinate measurement 

module establishes a coordinate system using selected surfaces of the object, necessary to 

establish the locations of defects. The porosity module uses an algorithm to determine the 

presence of voids based on material and background definitions. For this research project two 

samples per experimental group were scanned, cylinder specimen #8 and dog bone specimen #5. 

This allowed for a comparison to be made between experimental groups and from the two 

different geometries, cylindrical and dog bone. 
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Figure 2.4 Location of cut metallographic samples. 

Location of cut metallographic samples. The green arrow denotes the build direction. Samples 

were cut longitudinally to observe the interruption plane. The red box denotes location of cuts at 

approximately 35 mm and 55 mm. 

2.5 Mounting, Polishing, Optical Microscope 

The optical microscope is a powerful instrument that allows for visual observation, 

accomplished through magnification, of material surfaces. To characterize the internal 

solidification tracks, porosity, and microstructure it is necessary to cut and mount specimens.  

Optical microscopy is a common characterization technique for metallography since it is easily 

accessible. In addition to mounting and polishing it is sometimes necessary to etch the specimens 

for better observation of the metal. The microscope has a limited depth of field and resolution 

making it difficult to observe some features at higher magnification.  The level of magnification 

is determined by the optics of the system. Yu et al. used optical microscopy to observe 
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solidification tracks and microstructure of T6 heat treated AlSi10Mg AM specimens [71].  

Kobryn et al. used optical microscopy to characterize microstructure and texture of Ti-6Al-4V to 

different process parameters [37].  

Two specimens were taken from each experimental group, cylinder #4 and dog bone #1. 

Specimens were cut using a Struers MiniTom diamond saw which allows for a small cut and 

minimal material removal. The specimens were taken from the gage section parallel to the build 

direction (longitudinal/z-axis) and as denoted in Figure 2.4. These cuts were made at the 35mm 

and 55mm mark on the specimens. This was done so that material above and below the plane of 

interruption could be observed. Specimens were cold mounted in epoxy resign from Struers and 

was done so that samples could be polished and still be observed within the clear mount. 

Specimens were mounted along the build of similar nature, i.e. 24 hour air and 24 hour cylinders 

were mounted together, while 24 hour air dog bone and 24 hour dog bones were mounted 

together. This was also done as the gage sections diameter for cylinder and dog bones was 

different. Specimens were polished on a Struers Tegra Pol-11 according to the recipe provided 

from Struers and this is given in the appendix. Each mount of samples was polished to half way, 

the full diameters, 8 mm and 4 mm for cylinders and dog bones respectively. Once polishing was 

completed samples were etched using Keller’s reagent for 5-7 seconds total. Keller’s reagent is a 

popular etchant for titanium and aluminum and has been used in several studies looking at 

microstructure of AlSi10Mg [68] [72][74] . The recipe for Keller’s reagent is given in the 

appendix table A.2.   

Once etching was completed optical microscope images were taken using a Zeiss 

Axiovert 200, which has up to 100x magnification, and offers several filters to help observe 

microstructural features. The filters on the microscope include polarized light, a dark field and 
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the DIC option allowing for light to be cast in certain direction onto the sample essentially 

making some features appear 3D. Optical microscope images make it easy to observe bulk 

material, defects and pores.  Marks were made on the mount to denote the location of 

interruption to allow for quick observation of this area. Several photos were taken along the 

entire gage section at differing magnifications for each specimen.  

 

2.6 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS), 

Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a characterization technique that allows for 

detailed images to be taken at extremely high magnification. The SEM has a very large field of 

view making it possible to take high magnification images while continuing to keep the rest of 

the material in focus. This is extremely useful to allow multiple images to be taken showing the 

exact location of a defect or a fracture surface. Specimens are typically mounted, and sputter 

coated with a conductive material, like silver, as the SEM operates using electrons. This is even 

done if the material is conductive to improve the quality of the image. The SEM is widely 

utilized by researchers to examine microstructure, defects, and fracture surfaces. The SEM can 

also allow the use of other tools like energy dispersive spectroscopy or electron backscatter 

diffraction. Carter et al. utilized the SEM technique to observe the microstructure as well as the 

influence of scan strategy on PBF produced nickel superalloys [80]. Murr et al. used an SEM to 

examine Ti-6Al-4V microstructure manufactured by electron beam melting, another form of AM 

[81]. Hammond et al. used an SEM to characterize the fracture surface of the interrupted PBF 

AlSi10Mg [74]. 
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A Zeiss Supra 40 was used to collect fracture surface images. This provided high 

resolution images of fracture surfaces allowing observation of features that help to determine the 

fracture origins or causes.  

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) is a chemical analysis method that is used in 

conjunction with SEM equipment. Using the EDS with the SEM lets users select an area of 

interest to scan and create a spectral or elemental map of the sample. This is useful for 

determining what material is present in a specimen. EDS can be used on most materials making 

its application universal. Fousova et al. utilized EDS to examine the precipitates in AlSi10Mg at 

elevated temperatures showing that these precipitates were comprised of pure Si [82].  Jia et al. 

used EDS to determine the chemical composition of PBF Inconel 718 powder before usage [32]. 

EDS can be used to examine powder and is a way to confirm the material report typically 

supplied with the powder. EDS works by exciting electrons in the material through X-rays or 

electrons, measuring the energies given off by the ejected electron. Since these energies are 

elemental specific, the element can be determined from this [83].  

An EDAX EDS was utilized to examine interrupted specimens for the presence of 

oxygen. Spectral scans and element maps were taken to examine bulk material as well as 

inclusions located near the interruption plane. Specimens were hot mounted and polished in the 

same fashion as the optical micrograph specimens. They were not etched to prevent interference 

with the chemical composition scans. The specimens scanned were cylinder #2 and dog bone #7. 

Cylinder #2 had been machined into the same dimensions as the dog-bone at this point. 

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is a technique used to quantify microstructures 

by identifying crystal shapes, grain sizes, grain boundaries, grain misorientations and phases. 

Specimens must be mounted and turned at an angle of 70 degrees from the detector to 
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appropriate operate. Maps are created using Kikuchi bands which correspond to the diffraction 

patterns of different crystal lattices. This technique creates a color-coded map to identify the 

orientation of the grains according to Miller Indices  [84] [85]. EBSD can help observe how 

various methods of manufacture and heat treatments can influence microstructure formation and 

or change the microstructure. Wang et al. used EBSD to examine the grain orientation and 

average size of 304L stainless steel made by AM direct energy deposition [86]. Yadroitsev et al. 

used EBSD to examine single solidification tracks of 316 stainless steel and the effect of energy 

input on morphology and microstructure [87].  Liu et al. ran EBSD scans on PBF AlSi10Mg to 

determine how various laser powers influenced the formation of microstructure [68].  

The EBSD system used was an EDAX TSL. EBSD maps were taken from the 

interruption zone to determine if unique microstructure was created due to the interruption. 

EBSD scans of a control were done to establish microstructure of uninterrupted AlSi10Mg. 

 

2.7 Vicker Microhardness 

Vickers microhardness is an indent technique that uses a Vickers tip, a diamond shaped 

tip to indent on a material with a pre-determined load. The resulting indent is measured at the 

corners using an optical camera and a Vickers hardness value is established based on the size of 

the indent. The softer a material is the larger the indent and the harder a material is the smaller 

the indent. Vickers hardness is an alternative to Brinell hardness and does not require the size of 

the indenter to be known [88]. The Vickers hardness determined is also independent of the 

applied load so long as it is above 200gf. Vickers hardness is done on a mounted and polished 

sample several times to create an average hardness of the material. This method is useful as it 

can help establish a materials hardness which correlates to a material’s tensile strength. A 
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Vickers test is a lot quicker to accomplish and doesn’t require a tensile specimen making it a 

possible alternative to derive that mechanical property. However, in most cases this is just used 

to verify the tensile strength obtained in tension tests. Vickers hardness can also be done to 

examine the effect of heat treatments on hardness. Yadollahi et al. used Vickers hardness to 

compare the hardness of single built specimens to multi-built specimens, finding multi-built 

specimens had a higher Vickers hardness [89]. Hammond et al. took Vickers hardness 

measurements on the interrupted PBF AlSi10Mg finding a reduced hardness near the interruption 

plane. This was attributed to a difference in microstructure [74].   

Specimens were hot mounted and polished in the same fashion as before and then 

indented on using a Leco Vickers microhardness tester LM-300AT using the 200gf load. This 

was done on specimens from each experiment group for the same identifiers: cylinder #2 and 

dog bone #7. Twenty one indents evenly spaced at .508mm (0.020in) were taken along the 

longitudinal plane, build direction.  It will be noted that cylinder #2 had been machined into a 

dog bone of similar dimensions. This was done to identify if the machining had affected the 

hardness of the specimens.  

 

2.8 Tension Tests 

Tension tests are a method to calculate a material’s elastic modulus, yield strength, and 

ultimate strength. A specimen is inserted into two grips, one on either end, and pulled apart in 

either a load control or strain-controlled test. Tension tests are preferred for two reasons. The test 

can be monitored by a strain gage easier and tension loads are more detrimental to materials than 

compressive loads. Tension tests must follow the ASTM E8 standards which sets specifications 

for flat or round specimen dimensions, based on the gage length and diameter, as well as the test 
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devices used [90]. Mechanical properties of a material are crucial when determining a material to 

use in an engineering application. A standard ensures rules are followed and that reported results 

can be trusted by engineers.  However, powder metal materials are exempt from the specimen 

dimension standards set forth as an effort to keep pressing of materials to a specified area and 

density [90]. The specimens constructed in this study meet the fatigue standard for fatigue tests, 

this was done as the fatigue samples can be smaller and this helps to conserve material usage as 

well as fitting more samples per build plate. Hammond et al. ran tension tests on interrupted PBF 

AlSi10Mg to determine mechanical properties of interrupted and control specimens [74].  Wang 

et al. performed tension tests on 304L stainless steel made by AM direct energy deposition [86].   

Tension tests were performed on an Instron 5869 with a 20kN load cell. Strain was 

monitored with a 10mm Instron extensometer with a 50% movement in either direction. Test 

were strain controlled at a rate of 0.001/s. Load and strain were captured by the computer and 

stress was calculated automatically based on the diameter of the specimen input into the 

computer. Each specimen was measured in the gage section three times to get an average 

diameter. The data was taken and plotted in Microsoft Excel to plot the stress vs. strain. The 

0.2% offset method was used to obtain yield strength as well as the elastic modulus. The ultimate 

strength was taken from the stress at fracture. The samples tested from each experimental group 

for mechanical properties are as follows: cylinder #3,5,6 and dog bone #9,10,11.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Results  

Data was collected from specimens as outlined in the experimental methods section in the 

previous chapter. Results presented in this section will touch on a few key images and data with 

the remaining images inserted in the appendix. This is to provide a consistent flow and to keep 

key points presented in the results uncluttered. Each experiment was executed as outlined in the 

experimental design section and no major errors occurring to the specimens when building. 

During the restart procedure for the complete cool and 24 hour builds, the layers of powder 

spread were inconsistent for approximately 15 layers, ~0.450mm.  Interrupted specimens for the 

complete cool and 24 hour experiments had a visible line on their surface at the location of 

interruption. This was not observed on the control or 5 min specimens. It is possible interruptions 

of a certain length will exhibit a similar surface characteristic similar to that observed in the 

complete cool and 24 hour builds. It is likely that any component that is interrupted in this 

fashion will exhibit a surface characteristic similar to the ones observed. The results are 

presented in the order they were taken.  

X-ray Ct data taken indicated the presence of porosity spread throughout the specimens. 

There was no clear trend from this data if the porosity increased in specimens that were 

interrupted vs. those that were not. An image from the Volume Graphics studio for a control dog 

bone is given in Figure 3.1. The presence of porosity is evident in the control specimens. This is 
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consistent with literature on AM AlSi10Mg. The size distribution of pores in the porosity module 

indicated the presence of micropores, microns in diameter, consistent with some literature 

published on aluminum alloys [70] [78].   

 

Figure 3.1 Control dog bone #5 with porosity and volume defect scale bars. 

Control dog bone #5 showing porosity % and internal defect volume (mm3). The right scale bar 

is 0.00 as this can not be changed to a smaller unit. Figure 3.3 shows the size distribution of the 

internal voids related to the right scale bar. 

It is hypothesized that micropores can originate from hydrogen as well from high energy 

α-particle radiation that causes small atom clusters in the melt to vaporize [91].  The porosity 

analysis also confirmed the presence of larger voids including hot spots of porosity, areas of 

greater concentrations of voids. These tended to cluster near the surface of the material. Voids 

are color coded according to size as can be observed in the size distribution plot. It should be 

noted the right scale bar in the X-ray image shows the scale reading 0.00 the entire way through, 

but this does not correspond to the data presented in the size distribution plot that shows the 
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voids having an identified volume. The scale bar can not be adjusted to include more significant 

digits, nor can the scale be changed to a different unit. 

  

Figure 3.2 Control dog bone with porosity and volume defect scale bars zoomed to 40mm 

location.  

Porosity image of control dog bone #5 zoomed in at 40 mm. Thew scale bars represent porosity 

and defect volume(mm3). The entire specimen has a blue tint which corresponds to the porosity 

%, left scale bar. Individual pores are colored according to the defect volume, right scale bar. 

The presence of spherical pores and lack of fusion pores was confirmed in micrographs 

taken from optical microscope images. Spherical pores dominated the micrographs in all samples 

spread throughout the entire specimen. Lack of fusion pores were observed in the region of 

interruption likely from the interruption and restart procedure where inconsistent layers of 

powder were applied. Within the lack of fusion pores partially melted powder particles could be 

observed. Oxygen is not soluble in aluminum and oxides are contained in lack of fusion pores 
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located at the pore boundaries [55]. From micrographs it seemed that the presence of spherical 

porosity increased slightly with each successive powder usage. This could occur from humidity 

in the lab environment that found its way onto the powder during handling and sieving creating 

gas porosity when melted.  

 

Figure 3.3 Defect count vs. defect volume size for control dog bone #5.  

This image shows the size distribution of internal defects for control dog bone #5. This size 

distribution shows the presence of micropores. 102 mm3 volume or less defines a micropore. 
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Figure 3.4 Defect diameter vs. sphericity of defect for control dog bone #5. 

Plot showing the size of defect diameter (mm) vs. the sphericity of the defect for control dog 

bone #5. One represents a perfect sphere and zero a highly elongated pore. 
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Figure 3.5 Microstructure as observed in control sample  

Observed microstructure in control cylinder showing the fine, coarse, and heat affected zone. 

Control sample micrograph at 100x, 2.5x optovar zoom 

Micrographs showed clear solidification tracks that can be observed coming into and out 

of the page, denoted by semi ellipse. There are solidification tracks that run horizontally but 

these are obscured by the other tracks. Using high magnification, 100x, the microstructure 

observed kept with previously reported literature [70] [74].  The microstructures can be divided 

into three separate regions; fine, coarse, and heat affected zone (HAZ). In the first region, fine 

aluminum cellular dendrites could be observed extending from edge of the coarse zone towards 

the middle region of the solidification track. Coarse zones could be observed along the edge of 

the solidification track with shorter but wider microstructure.  
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Figure 3.6 24 hour air cylinder. at 2.5x showing presence of spherical and LOF porosity  

24 hour air cylinder at 2.5x magnification. Spherical porosity can be observed in this image. 

Image also shows the discoloration between the bottom and top portion of the sample. 

Interruption location denoted by dotted red line. 

This zone consisted of α-aluminum equiaxed microstructure. There is no observable 

directionality to this zone. The length of equiaxed microstructure is much shorter than the fine 

zone, while the width of these grains is much larger. The HAZ microstructure consists of fibrous 

Si networks. The microstructure observed was consistent across all micrographs with no 

distinguishable difference to the microstructure in the interruption plane observed in optical 

microscope images.  
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Figure 3.7 Microstructure as observed in 24 hour air cylinder interruption plane at 100x  

Observed microstructure in 24 hour air exposure cylinder #4 showing the fine and coarse zones. 

The red line outlines the differences in the two zones. 100x 

One unique feature that was observed on all 24 hour specimens was the presence of a 

clear line of discoloration. This discoloration matched the interruption plane across all 24 hour 

specimens viewed with the optical microscope. This discoloration is attributed to the fact the 

samples were artificially age hardened while the interruption occurred. Aluminum is commonly 

heat treated to obtain desirable mechanical properties through a combination of solution heat 

treatments, cold working, quenching/cooling and artificial aging. One common heat treatment for 

this alloy is the T6 heat treatment [62]. This heat treatment consists of a solution heat treatment 

at an elevated temperature (approximately 75% of melt) for a short period of time, approximately 

3 hours. The sample is cooled, and then artificial aging occurs by treating the material at a lower 

temperature (approximately 25% of melt) for an extended period, 6-10 hours  [78]. The 24 hour 

samples were artificially aged when interrupted as the build platform was held at 170°C for 24 

hours. This satisfies the temperature and time requirements for artificial age hardening to occur.  
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Figure 3.8 24 hour dog bone interruption plane 

 24 hour dog bone #1 observed at 5x magnification. The discoloration can also be observed. The 

interruption location is denoted by a dotted red line.  

 

Figure 3.9 24 hour air cylinder lack of fusion pore  

24 hour air cylinder #4 above interruption planes showing lack of fusion void with unmelted 

powder particles at 50x zoom. 
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Figure 3.10 Complete cool cylinder showing large spherical pores  

Complete cool cylinder #4 showing large spherical pores towards surface at 2.5x zoom. The 

interruption location is denoted by the red bar. 

 

Figure 3.11 Complete cool air cylinder exposure showing a lack of fusion pore  

Complete cool cylinder #4 showing lack of fusion pore with partially melted powder particle at 

20x zoom.  
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Figure 3.12 24 hour air cylinder showing size of spherical pores  

24 hour air cylinder #4 showing a spherical defect and semi-circular defect in interruption zone. 

Both defects are bordered by the solidification tracks.  Red lines denote size of pores in microns. 

EDS maps and spectrums taken from specimens showed the presence of oxygen in all 

specimens. The highest concentrations of oxygen occurred in lack of fusion pores where oxides 

are known to be found [53] [55]. The oxides observed in air exposed specimens did not show 

increased wt% of oxygen versus oxides observed in non air exposed. EDS scans of bulk material 

were taken showing very minimal presence of oxygen at less than 0.4%. This oxygen presence 

could be from the polished specimens forming an oxide layer as aluminum naturally does. EDS 

maps showed the presence of oxygen on the surface of powder particles in LOF pores. The oxide 

formation could have occurred on the powder particle prior to melting or could have formed after 

polishing was complete.  
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Figure 3.13 EDS of cool air exposure. 

EDS map of complete cool air exposure showing Al, Si, O. This map shows the presence of 

oxygen in the partially melted powder inclusion. 

 

Figure 3.14 Spectral lines of complete cool air  from Figure 3.13.  

Spectral lines for EDS map in Figure 3.13. 

O 

Al 
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Table 3.1 Table of element wt% of the spectral line in Figure 3.14. 

Element Wt% At% 

  O 01.50 02.51 

 Mg 00.84 00.93 

 Al 89.46 88.75 

 Si 08.19 07.81 

Matrix Correction ZAF 

This table shows elemental wt% for the spectral line in Figure 3.14 and EDS map in 3.13 for 

complete cool air.  
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Figure 3.15 EDS map of 5 minute air exposure  

EDS map of 5 minute air exposure showing Al, Si, O. The presence of oxygen was observed 

amongst partially melted powder along border of inclusion.   
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Figure 3.16 Spectral lines of 5 minute air from Figure 3.15 

Spectral lines of 5 minute air from Figure 3.15 

 

Table 3.2 Table of elemental wt% of spectral line in Figure 3.16. 

Element Wt% At% 

  O 04.34 07.14 

 Mg 00.64 00.69 

 Al 84.47 82.30 

 Si 10.55 09.87 

Matrix Correction ZAF 

Table showing elemental wt% of spectral line in Figure 3.16 and EDS map in Figure 3.15 for 5 

minute air. 
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Figure 3.17 EDS map of complete cool no air  

EDS map of complete cool no air exposure showing Al, Si, O. Shows low presence of oxygen on 

the surface. Any oxygen that is detected could be the result of oxidation that occurred after 

polishing. 
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Figure 3.18 Spectral line for complete cool no air in Figure 3.17. 

Spectral line for complete cool no air EDS map in Figure 3.17. 

Table 3.3 Table of elemental wt% of spectral line in Figure 3.18. 

Element Wt% At% 

  OK 00.44 00.75 

 MgK 00.76 00.84 

 AlK 91.21 91.13 

 SiK 07.59 07.28 

Matrix Correction ZAF 

Complete cool no air exposure  wt% of spectral line in Figure 3.18 and EDS map in Figure 3.17. 
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Vickers microhardness data collected showed consistent hardness from all specimens. 

Lower HV measurements can be observed in some samples attributed to indenting on top of or 

around pores with in the material. The presence of porosity would soften the material creating a 

larger indent and decreasing the HV measurement. The 24 hour specimens exhibited the highest 

hardness, which can be attributed to the artificial aging that those specimens underwent when 

interrupted. Artificially aging is also known as precipitation hardening and increases the tensile 

strength of the material however, this does decrease the toughness and ductility of the material 

[62]. In this case, the Mg2Si precipitates are strengthened. The increase in strength from 

precipitate hardening is what caused the 24 hour samples to have the highest Vickers hardness.  
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Figure 3.19 Vickers Microhardness measurements.  

Vickers microhardness for control, 24hr, and complete cool specimens. 24hr specimens have 

higher hardness due to artificial aging during the interruption 

Stress strain data obtained from the tension tests indicated no clear impact of build 

interruptions on mechanical properties. Elastic modulus, yield strengths, and ultimate strengths 

for all data points were consistent with each other and performed better than Renishaw reported 

values. The control group exhibited the highest ultimate strength but also had the lowest yield 

strength. The 24 hour experiments did have adequate yield and ultimate strength, but these 

values were not significantly greater than any of the other experiments. The percent elongation to 

failure for as built samples performed consistent with literature however the machined samples 

exhibited a reduction in these values. This is counterintuitive to what was expected as machined 

samples tend to perform better than as built samples due to the elimination of surface defects, 

better surface finish, and the introduction of compressive stress. It is hypothesized the machining 
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of the samples caused the reduction in the elongation to failure. Visually the gage section looked 

concentric with the grip sections, but this is hard to confirm with just observation from the naked 

eye.  

 

Figure 3.20 Elastic modulus for all experimental groups. 

Elastic modulus average from all specimens in each experimental group, plotted against 

Renishaw reported values.  
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Figure 3.21 Yield strength for all experimental groups.  

Yield strength average from all specimens in each experimental group, plotted against Renishaw 

reported values. 
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Figure 3.22 Ultimate strength for all experimental groups. 

Ultimate strength average from all specimens in each experimental group, plotted against 

Renishaw reported values. 
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Figure 3.23 Engineering stress-strain curve for select dog bone specimens.  

Engineering stress strain for all #9 dog bone specimens from all experiment groups. 
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Figure 3.24 Engineering stress- strain curves for select machined specimens. 

Engineering stress strain for all #6 machined specimens from all experiment groups. The 

machined control sample had the longest % elongation vs. the other samples. Machined 

specimens showed reduced % elongation at failure compared to as build dog bones. 
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Figure 3.25 Percentage elongation at failure for all experiment groups.  

Color groups are the same based on time period of interruption. Square symbols denote the 

machined specimens and diamond symbols denote the as built specimens. 

Fractures from the interrupted builds were not localized to the interruption zone. Only 

6/24 (25%) of the specimens fractured for all 5 minute and complete cool experiments. The lack 

of failures can be attributed to a few things. The oxides formed during the air exposures were 

broken up upon restarting due to the laser beam distributing. This phenomenon has been 

observed by Buchbinder et al. as well as Louvis et al [72][30]. This makes the presence of oxides 

not as detrimental to failure compared to the large presence of porosity. The presence of porosity 

throughout the specimens dominated the fractures due to voids located near the surface of the 

material likely contributing to failure. The 24 hour experiments experienced the greatest number 

of fractures in the interruption with 6/12 (50%) of the specimens fracturing at the location of 

interruption. This failure rate can be attributed to three phenomena: the increased brittleness from 

the artificial aging region to newly deposited material that occurred, the presence of oxides, and 

the lack of fusion voids in this region.  
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Figure 3.26 24 hour air dog bone macroscopic fracture pictures. 

Fracture image showing location of fracture for 24 hour air dog bones. Blue line indicates the 

interruption location. Red text denote what specimens were chosen for fractography.  

To investigate different fracture surfaces, fracture specimens were chosen to observe 

surfaces near and away from the interruption zone. All fracture surfaces away from the 

interruption zone exhibited fibrous appearances indicative of a ductile fracture. There was no 

indication of cup and cone failure associated with ductile fractures, but this alloy does not exhibit 

significant necking.  Most of the samples that fractured away from the interruption plane broke at 

a 45-degree angle. The control dog bone #11 fractured above the interruption zone and upon 

examination spherical voids near the exterior surface were found, a possibly cause of failure.  

D9      D10    D11 
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Figure 3.27 Control dog bone macroscopic fracture image.  

Fracture image showing location of fracture for control dog bones. Blue line indicates the 

interruption location. Red text denote what specimens were chosen for fractography. 

Complete cool air cylinder #6 was also examined with several large void’s observable 

near the edge of the cylinder. Both fracture surfaces, control dog bone #11 and complete cool air 

cylinder #6, were located away from the interruption plane.   

D9    D10   D11 
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Figure 3.28 Macroscopic fracture image of 24 hour air cylinders. 

Fracture image showing location of fracture for 24 hour air cylinders. Blue line indicates the 

interruption location. Red text denote what fracture surfaces were chosen for fractography. 

Fracture surfaces near the interruption plane included 24 hour air dog bone #9 and 24 

hour cylinder #3. Both fracture surfaces maintained the fibrous appearance but exhibited a flatter 

appearance, less variation in overall fracture surface. This flat fracture surface resembles a brittle 

failure.  The flat fracture appearance could be the result of the artificial aging combined with the 

lack of fusion re-melting that occurred. All fracture surfaces for the 24hr experiments exhibited 

the flat fracture appears, resembling a brittle fracture. 

 

 

 

C3       C5      C6 
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Figure 3.29 Control cylinder #3 fracture surface. 

  

 

Figure 3.30 5 minute air cylinder #5 fracture surface 

This specimen fractured in the approximate area of interruption likely due to large lack of fusion 

pores over the entire fracture surface. The red circle denotes the location of the next photo’s 

focus.  
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Figure 3.31 5 minute air cylinder #5  zoomed in fracture surface.  

This image shows the presence of unmelted powder particles along the edge of the sample. 

Given this is a machined sample it is surprising to see the unmelted powder along the surface 

indicating partial melting occurred inside the sample.  

 

 

Figure 3.32 24 hour air cylinder #6 fracture surface 

24 hour air cylinder #6 shows the presence of large voids in the inner portion of fracture surface. 

Also, the presence of a large piece of material missing on bottom portion circled in red. 
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Figure 3.33 24 hour air cylinder #6 fracture surface zoomed to red circle 

24 hour air cylinder #6 shows the presence of lack of fusion voids towards surface of specimen.  

 

 

Figure 3.34 24 hour air cylinder #3  

24 hour air cylinder #3, fractured at interruption location. Red circle indicates location of next 

picture.  
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Figure 3.35 24 hour air cylinder #3  zoomed into red circle. 

This is the result of two cracks that have come together and forced the fracture in this location.  

 

Figure 3.36 Fracture surface comparison between cylinder # 6 and dog bone #9 from 24 hour 

air. 

The cylinder fractured above the interruption location. The dog bone fractured at the interruption 

location. The presence of large lack of fusion voids is more evident in the left picture, cylinder. 

The right side of the dog bone has greater presence of spherical voids located across the fracture 

surface.  
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Figure 3.37 Fracture surface comparison between cylinder #3 and dog bone #9 from 24 hour 

air.   

Both fractured at the location of interruption. Presence of very large pores circled in red on the 

cylinder, left image. The dog bone has the presence of many spherical voids across the fracture 

surface.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

4.1 Conclusion 

The effect of build interruptions on PBF AlSi10Mg was investigated in this study. The 

interruptions were categorized into three time periods of interruptions: 5 minutes, complete cool 

(12hrs), and 24 hours each with no air and air exposure.  X-ray CT, optical micrographs, EDS, 

EBSD, Vickers microhardness and tension tests were utilized to determine the impact build 

interruptions have on produced specimens. 

• X-ray Ct results and optical micrographs confirmed the presence of porosity 

across all samples as well as the lack of fusion voids around the interruption zone. 

Porosity is a common problem with additive manufacturing and can be the result 

of trapped gases, as well as lack of fusion from insufficient melting. The 

insufficient melting can be induced from improper scan strategies. Porosity was 

observed in optical micrographs spread throughout the gage section. No increased 

porosity was associated with the interruption location. 

• EDS results showed the presence of oxygen in lack of fusion voids, a place oxides 

are observed in literature. Presence of oxides has been observed in all reported 

literature for PBF AlSi10Mg. Oxides in aluminum form with minimal oxygen 

present. While the build chamber is inert, there is still trace elements of oxygen 

present that can form oxides. The air exposure during interruptions did increase 
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the percentage of oxygen detected in EDS scans, particularly in the interruption 

location. 

•  Mechanical properties from each test group performed better than Renishaw 

provided documentation and equal with other reported results on AlSi10Mg 

[78][74]. There was a significant decrease in the percentage elongation of failure 

in the machined specimens versus the as built specimens. This reduction in 

elongation also corresponded to reduced ultimate strength for all machined 

specimens. The reduction in elongation was surprising as machined samples 

typically perform better that as built due to compressive stress introduction from 

machining as well as defect removal since porosity tends to be clustered near the 

surface. 

• Vickers hardness measurements showed consistent hardness across the tested 

samples with no decrease in hardness around the interruption location. The 

hardness of 24 hours showed an increase versus the control due to artificial aging 

occurring while interrupted. A result of the heated elevator being maintained at 

170° C. This also corresponded to an increase in the ultimate strength of the 24 

hour experiments.  

• Specimens failed in various locations indicating the interruption plane did not 

dominate the failure location for the 5min and complete cool experiments. The 

24hr experiments experienced 50% of specimens failing in the interruption 

location indicating this time period of interruption can dictate failure location. The 

interruption, introduction of oxides, and artificial age hardening all contributed to 

the failure of these samples in that location. 
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 The results from the experiments did not fully support the hypothesis. Specimens from all 

experimental groups did not exhibit significant reduction in mechanical properties and performed 

well. However, the reduction in percentage elongation to failure for machined samples was 

surprising. The 24hr experimental cases experienced the greatest failures in the interruption 

location indicating this interruption is the most detrimental from the two other time interruptions. 

The exposure of air during interruptions did not significantly impact performance or contribute 

to failure location. This work identifies the need for proper restart procedures and the ability to 

detect interruptions to the PBF processes as soon as possible in order to minimize impact to 

specimens.  This study presents evidence that interruptions to the PBF process do not 

significantly impact mechanical properties, however the interruption might dictate the location of 

failure. This study is important to industries that utilize PBF processes as it indicates 

interruptions are not detrimental on mechanical performance. However, the interruption could 

dictate the failure location which is something that could be of interest to some manufactures 

who design components to fail in specific locations for certain applications.   

 There are some limitations to this study concerning the machine and mechanical 

properties collected. The performance of these specimens could be dependent on the machine 

and process parameters used. Each PBF machine is constructed different and utilizes different 

implementation of process parameters that could affect the mechanical properties. There were no 

fatigue tests run on these samples and it is likely that interrupted specimens could exhibit a 

reduction in fatigue performance from the interruptions. The investigation of fatigue 

performance was not investigated in this work. Fatigue failure is a surface driven phenomenon 

but can also be affected by the presence of internal porosity. Studying the effect of interruptions 
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to fatigue performance would provide additional data into the mechanical characterization of the 

interrupted builds.  

 

4.2 Future Work 

Further investigation involves a stress relief heat treatment on remaining samples to 

determine the effect heat treatment (300°C in argon for 2 hours, air cool) has on interrupted PBF 

AlSi10Mg. Oxygen content analysis is to be conducted to determine the extent of oxygen content 

in the interruption plane. This is being conducted at the Army Research Lab in Maryland and 

will be completed once their Leco machine is operational again.  Nano indentation will be 

performed to allow indenting on individual deposited layers as well as let indenting near oxides 

occur.
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APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE PREPARATION STEPS 
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Table A.1 Struers polishing steps  

Step 

# 

Grit RPM Force (N) Time 

(minutes) 

Water 

1 Gekko Disk, 

320 silicon 

carbide 

300 20 1 Yes 

2 MD Largo 

DiaPro 

Allegro/Largo 

(9µ) 

150 20 4 Yes 

3 MD Mol 

Cloth 

DiaPro MD 

Mol (3µ) 

150 20 5 No 

4 MD Chem 

Cloth, 

50ml OP-S & 

25ml water 

150 15 2 Yes, to 

side of 

cloth 

All polishing is contra rotation, gently rinse samples with soapy cotton balls and water. 

 

Table A.2 Keller’s reagent recipe 

Chemical Amount 

(ml) 

Water 95 

HNO3 2.5 

HCl 1.5 

HF 1.5 

Add acid to water for safe dilution. Always wear: double nitrile glove, goggles, full face mask, 

long sleeves, and apron. 
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APPENDIX B 

ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS IMAGES AND DATA 
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B.1 Optical Microscope images 

Optical micrographs were taken at varying magnifications. The magnification is denoted 

in the figure description. 

 

Figure B.1 5 minute dog bone  

5 minute dog bone at 2.5x. Interruption location marked by red line.  

 

Figure B.2 5 minute air dog bone  

5 minute dog bone at 2.5x. Interruption location marked by red line.  
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Figure B.3 Control cylinder  

Control cylinder left side at 2.5x. 

  

Figure B.4 Complete cool cylinder 

Complete cool cylinder left side at 2.5x. Interruption plane marked by red line. 
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Figure B.5 Complete cool air cylinder  

Complete cool air cylinder left side at 2.5x. Interruption plane marked by red line. 

 

Figure B.6 24 hour air dog bone  

24 hour air dog bone at 2.5x. Interruption plane marked by red line.  
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Figure B.7 24 hour cylinder 

24 hour cylinder at 2.5x. Interruption plane marked by red line.  
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B.2 EDS images 

All EDS images are arranged in the same layout. The elements are given by the box in 

the lower left hand corner.  

Table B.1 Elemental wt% of EDS map in Figure B.8 

Element Wt% At% 

  O 00.23 00.39 

 Mg 00.75 00.84 

 Al 91.48 91.53 

 Si 07.54 07.25 

Matrix Correction ZAF 

Elemental wt% of EDS map in Figure B.8 
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Figure B.8 EDS map of 24 hour air cylinder. 

EDS map of 24 hour air cylinder. 
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Figure B.9 EDS map of cool cylinder air inclusion. 

EDS map of cool cylinder air inclusion. 
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Table B.2 Elemental wt% of 24 hour dog bone EDS map in Figure B.10 

Element Wt% At% 

  O 04.84 07.93 

 Mg 00.47 00.50 

 Al 83.69 81.29 

 Si 11.00 10.27 

Matrix Correction ZAF 

Elemental wt% of 24 hour dog bone EDS map in Figure B.10 

 

 

Figure B.10 EDS map of 24 hour dog bone material 

EDS map of 24 hour dog bone bulk material. 

Al 

Si O 
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B.3 Stress strain plots 

All stress strain plots are grouped according to specimen number for each experiment. All 

stress strain plots are engineering stress strain curves. All experiment groups have consistent 

coloring between curves.  

 

  

Figure B.11 Engineering stress-strain curve for cylinder #3 specimens. 

Engineering stress-strain curve for cylinder #3 specimens. The control cylinder #3 is plotted even 

though the curve is bad. The wrong clips for the extensometer were used causing the 

extensometer to slip on the sample. 
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Figure B.12 Engineering stress-strain curve for cylinder #5 specimens.  

Engineering stress-strain curve for cylinder #5 specimens. The control cylinder #5 is plotted even 

though the curve is bad. The wrong clips for the extensometer were used causing the 

extensometer to slip on the sample. 
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Figure B.13 Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone #10 specimens. 

Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone #10 specimens.  
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Figure B.14 Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone #11 specimens.  

Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone #11 specimens. 
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Figure B.15 Engineering stress strain curves for cylinder air #3 specimens.  

Engineering stress strain curves for cylinder #3 specimens. The control cylinder #3 is plotted 

even though the curve is bad. The wrong clips for the extensometer were used causing the 

extensometer to slip on the sample. 

 

Figure B.16 Engineering stress strain curves for cylinder air #5 specimens.  

Engineering stress strain curves for cylinder air #5 specimens. The control cylinder #5 is plotted 

even though the curve is bad. The wrong clips for the extensometer were used causing the 

extensometer to slip on the sample. 
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Figure B.17 Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone air #10 specimens. 

Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone air #10 specimens. 

 

Figure B.18  Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone air #11 specimens. 

Engineering stress strain curves for dog bone air #11 specimens. The 5 minute dog bone #11 

curve is plotted but not visible as the test was run without an extensometer. The data alternates 

along the y-axis.  
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B.4 Macroscopic fracture images 

 

Figure B.19 Control machined specimens. 

Control machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 

 

Figure B.20 Control dog bone specimens  

Control dog bone specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 
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Figure B.21 Cool no air machined specimens 

Cool no air machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens 

are arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 

 

Figure B.22 Cool no air dog bone specimens 

Cool no air dogbone specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 
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Figure B.23 Cool air machined specimens 

Cool air machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 

 

 

Figure B.24 Cool air dog bone specimens 

Cool air dogbone specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 
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Figure B.25 5min no air machined specimens 

5min no air machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens 

are arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 

 

 

Figure B.26 5min no air dog bone specimens 

5min no air dog bone specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens 

are arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 
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Figure B.27 5min  air machined specimens 

5min air machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 

 

 

Figure B.28 5min  air dog bone specimens 

5min air dog bone specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 
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Figure B.29 24hr no air machined specimens 

24hr no air machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens 

are arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 

 

 

Figure B.30 24hr no air dog bone specimens 

24hr no air dog bone specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red text indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 
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Figure B.31 24hr air machined specimens 

24hr air machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red circle indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 

 

 

 

Figure B.32 24hr air dog bone specimens 

24hr air machined specimens with blue line indicating interruption location. All specimens are 

arranged with bottom portion on right side. Red circle indicates specimens chosen for 

fractography. 
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B.5 Microscopic fracture images 

 

Figure B.33  Control cylinder #3 specimen 

Control cylinder #5 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

Figure B.34  Control cylinder #5 specimen 

Control cylinder #3 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.35   Control dog bone #10 specimen  

Control dog bone #10 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

Figure B.36  Control dog bone #11 specimen 

 Control dog bone #11 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

Figure B.37  5 minute no air cylinder #3 specimen 

5 minute no air cylinder #3 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.38 5 minute no air cylinder #5 specimen 

5 minute no air cylinder #5 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

 

Figure B.39 5 minute no air dogbone #9 specimen. 

5 minute no air dogbone #9 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

  

Figure B.40 5 minute no air dogbone #10 specimen 
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5 minute no air dogbone #10 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

Figure B.41 5 minute air cylinder #3 specimen 

5 minute air cylinder #3 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

Figure B.42 5 minute air cylinder #5 specimen 

5 minute air cylinder #5 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

Figure B.43 5 minute air dogbone #9 specimen 

5 minute air dogbone #9 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.44 5 minute air dogbone #10 specimen 

5 minute air dogbone #10 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

 

Figure B.45 Cool no air cylinder #3 specimen 

Cool no air cylinder #3 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.46 Cool no air cylinder #6 specimen 

Cool no air cylinder #6 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

Figure B.47 Cool no air dog bone #10 specimen 

Cool no air dog bone #10 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

Figure B.48 Cool no air dog bone #11 specimen. 

Cool no air dog bone #11 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen 
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Figure B.49 Cool air cylinder #3 specimen 

Cool air cylinder #3 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

Figure B.50 Cool air cylinder #6 specimen 

Cool air cylinder #6 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.51 Cool air dogbone #9 specimen 

Cool air dogbone #9 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

Figure B.52 Cool air dogbone #10 specimen 

Cool air dogbone #10 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen 

 

Figure B.53 24hr no air cylinder #5 specimen 

24hr no air cylinder #5 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.54 24hr no air cylinder #6 specimen 

24hr no air cylinder #6 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

Figure B.55 24hr no air dog bone #10 specimen 

24hr no air dog bone #10 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

Figure B.56 24hr no air dog bone #11 specimen 

24hr no air dog bone #11 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.57 24hr air cylinder #3 specimen 

24hr air cylinder #3 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

Figure B.58 24hr air cylinder #6 specimen 

24hr air cylinder #6 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 

 

 

Figure B.59 24hr air dog bone #9 specimen 

24hr air dog bone #9 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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Figure B.60 24hr air dog bone #10 specimen 

24hr air dog bone #10 specimen. Fracture surface is bottom half of specimen. 
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